
For GC Discussion 

 - What is going on as Abraham lies to Abimelech, and is  
 there anything we can learn and apply to our own lives  
 from this? 

 - Remind yourself of the journey Abraham and Sarah have  
 been through before Isaac was born - what can we learn  
 from this for ourselves? 

 - What do we learn about God from how He deals with  
 Hagar and Ishmael? 

For the Kids 
 How long did Abraham and Sarah wait before God 
 gave them Isaac? What do you think it was like  
 trying to believe God’s promise for that long? 

Notes and Questions 

For Worship: Listen to ‘God My Rock’ by Brenton Brown. You can find it on 
YouTube, or on the Hill City Church blog on the website. 

Week 11: Abraham Pt 5: Fulfilment - Ch 20-21 

For Study: 

Read the following verses, all on subjects touched by this weeks 
passage: 

 God as our Refuge  - Psalm 46 
     - Psalm 91 
     - Psalm 27 

 The Faithfulness of God - Psalm 145 
     - Psalm 89:1-18 
     - Psalm 33 

 A shelter for the needy - Psalm 9:1-10 
     - Isaiah 25:1-5 
     - Psalm 68:1-10 
  

This Weeks Summary 
This week we finally see the fulfilment of God’s  
promise of a son for Abraham and Sarah while  

continuing to see how fallen he is and some of the 
consequences of mistakes already made.

Next Week: we look at one of the most radical steps  
of faith anyone in the scriptures was ever called to make.



This week we finally arrive at the fulfilment of God’s promise of a son to 
Abraham and Sarah as God also begins to fulfil the big-picture promise of 
Genesis 12. Here are a few more things that come out of our text for this 
week:

The bondwoman persecutes the free woman:
I don’t know about you but there’s something about chapter 21 that reads 
slightly strangely. At the beginning of the chapter the promised child we’ve 
all been waiting for is born - this is a huge high-point for Abraham and 
Sarah, and it’s a demonstration that God keeps His word even when things 
get impossible. There should have been, and to a certain degree there was 
great rejoicing in their household at that point but something spoils it. 
Hagar’s son Ishmael, who we were introduced to a few chapters previous is 
laughing during the great feast held on the day Isaac is weaned - possibly in 
mockery of all that is going on - and it’s this that is quite surprising. Rather 
than Sarah crowing over her rival because her prayer has finally been 
answered, she is the one who is being laughed at. However the New 
Testament tells us that it will be this way. In Galatians 4:21-31 Paul uses the 
examples of Sarah and Hagar as examples for us of 2 covenants - the 
covenant of law (or man’s efforts to reach God) in the case of Hagar, and 
the covenant of liberty (the fulfilment of God’s promises) in the case of 
Sarah, and Paul tells us that then, just as now that ‘he who was born 
according to the flesh persecuted him who was born according to the Spirit.’

So we too should make every effort not to be found in Hagar’s camp - 
attempting to make ourselves right with God by our own efforts and 
righteousness. It’s easy to fall into this kind of ‘tick-box’ religion where we 
feel good about ourselves when we do well and have to atone for our errors 
when we do badly.  True Christianity is nothing to do with any of this but 
means to be born into the family of God as a son, washed clean of every sin 
by Jesus blood, and empowered to live a holy life by the Holy Spirit living 
within us. If we follow this way however we shouldn’t be surprised if we’re 
persecuted by those who are still slaves to their religion. There is a dynamic 
to real life that can’t be explained by those who are trying to make their own 
way to God, and there is a certainty in those who are trusting in the work of 
the Holy Spirit within them that can’t be obtained by those who are 
depending on their own efforts to make themselves acceptable. As a 
consequence to this, envy and jealousy can cause some pretty vicious and 
manipulative reactions and this is why Paul is writing to the Galatians - 
advice we’d do well to heed too - ‘stand firm therefore and do not submit 
again to a yoke of slavery.’

God’s strange providences:
It’s fascinating as you read through chapter 21 how God chooses to deal 
with Ishmael after he’s sent away from his family, with every chance he’ll die 
in the wilderness. Maybe you’ve heard the connection people make 
between Ishmael and the Arab nations that eventually descend from him. 
Normally Abraham is spoken of very negatively in the whole situation 
because it was his sin that lead to the birth of Ishmael, and so he is 
ultimately responsible for the rise of Islam in the world. However that’s not 
how chapter 22 reads at all. Actually, it’s Abraham who sends his son and 
Hagar out into the desert with little hope of survival, but it’s God who 
chooses to make a promise to Abraham and to make a nation out of 
Ishmael despite the circumstances of his entry into the world. So, who is 
responsible for the rise of Islam in the world - well God is. Let’s be careful 
here because the Bible makes it clear that we can never attribute evil to 
God (and there is clearly evil connected to Islam just as the is in any world 
religion including the tradition of Christianity). However God knew exactly 
what He was doing here - he rescued Ishmael despite the consequences 
that would come from his descendants. This episode is yet another account 
reinforcing that truth that whatever goes on in the world around us, no 
matter how out of control it may seem, we serve a God who is well and truly 
in control and is working out His perfect plan to display His grace to all, 
including the Ishmael’s of this world. 

Only the beginning:
The closing verses of chapter 21 seems to be a strange episode to include, 
but because we know that all Scripture is give by God, there must be a 
reason for it being there. Possibly it is showing us Abraham’s wisdom in 
dealing with a foreign King, or the favour that he gains from him because 
God is with him. Or maybe this short episode is just a reminder to us how 
far we’ve come in the fulfilment of the big-picture promise of God after the 
momentous occasion of Isaac’s birth. The gift of the child of promise is a 
huge step towards Abraham’s seed being a blessing to all nations, 
especially given the impossibility of the event even taking place, but it’s still 
only the beginning. Here’s Abraham, agreeing with a foreign King on the 
ownership of a well at Beersheba - just on the edge of the promised land - 
and dwelling in the land of the Philistines for many days. The promise of a 
land of their own to dwell in is still a way off, as are descendants as 
numerous as the stars in the sky. There’s still a long way to go, but 
Abraham is in exactly the right place - with the child of promise now 
sleeping in his tent he's still calling on the name of the Lord, the Everlasting 
God - the only one who will be able to fulfil such an enormous promise to 
make his family a blessing to all the nations.


